Prevention for parents
Preventing Teen Alcohol Use:
What You’re Drinking vs. What You’re Thinking
April is alcohol awareness
month, and a great time to
talk about alcohol with your
child!
As kids are back in school
and spending more time
with their peers, they may
encounter situations where
alcohol is present. We know
most teens choose not to
use alcohol regularly, but
when they are in a social
situation, after a challenging
year without much social
interaction, they may be
tempted to use.

Often times teens use
alcohol to fit in at social
events because they get
bombarded with the idea
that alcohol makes you
more social, easygoing, or
less awkward. We’ve all
seen this idea depicted in
TV shows, movies, songs,
or other media.
What your teen may not
have heard is that alcohol
doesn’t actually affect your

social behaviors, if we’re just
talking about the chemical structure.
The behaviors we see depicted in media (or in our own lives)
are a result of our expectations
of what will happen if we drink
alcohol. In others words, it is a
social construct that we are
more social, likable, or lessawkward when we drink alcohol.
This information comes to us
from a study done at the University of Washington– check out
this short video to learn more.
Certainly we are affected by
alcohol– the clumsiness, slower

Alcohol use affects the teen brain
in negative ways

reflexes, and tiredness are a
result of alcohol in our brain
– but if your child thinks alcohol will make them more
likable at a party, they are
misinformed.

This is important because
if your child’s goal is to feel
more comfortable in social
situations, they should know
they have better options
than alcohol use.
Here are some tips to
share with your teen for
handling social situations:
•

Take a buddy to an
event so you’re not
alone

•

Hold a cup/drink with
something in it other
than alcohol (even if others are drinking alcohol)

•

Do a mindfulness meditation before a date/
party to calm your
nerves

•

Think about some things
you can talk about
before you go
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SW2 is Spreading
Wellness
SWHS prevention group South Whidbey Student Wellness (SW2), are amplifying the voices of those who are not
normally heard and spreading wellness
to their peers and within their community.
They have been
collaborating with
the South Whidbey
Community Center
to develop and create window decals
with messages of
hope; keep your eyes open for them!
Additionally, they are planning to present to a local girl scout troop about
building and sustaining wellness. Finally, as usual they are creating and sending themed Envelopes of Hope; freshmen are next in the queue!
If your youth is interested in joining
the middle or high school SW2 prevention groups, and helping their school
and community be well, please contact
Colleen Chan.

Crucial Conversations Challenge:
Asking the Suicide Question
After a tough year,
many children and teens
may be struggling with
mental unwellness.
You may be the person
your child or your child’s
friends turn to for help,
so it’s important to be
prepared if they do
confide in you.
One of the hardest
things to do is ask if
someone is thinking
about suicide, but it can
be the most important
thing to ask.
The best way to ask is
by directly saying “are
you thinking about killing
yourself?”
We may be tempted to
opt for words that aren’t
quite as blunt, like
“hurting yourself,”

but hurting yourself and
killing yourself can be two
very different things, so it is
important to be extremely
clear.
Practice asking that
question in the mirror or
with another adult so that
you know how it feels
when the times comes to
ask your child or another
young person.
Check the parent
resource section for more
support and information.

Parent Resources
W h a t W o u l d Yo u
L i k e To S e e I n
Contact Colleen Chan with any
suggestions, comments, or
questions.

Alcohol and Drug Addiction Happens in the Best of Families—
SAMHSA
BAR Lab Experiment—Dr. Jason Kilmer on Youtube
How to Ask Someone About Suicide—NAMI
How to Talk to Children and Teens About Suicide: A Guide for

Colleen Chan
Student Assistance Professional (SAP)
South Whidbey Middle/High School & SWA
Northwest ESD 189
360-299-4709
cchan@sw.wednet.edu

Parents— University of Michigan
Suicide Prevention Lifeline—Suicide Prevention Lifeline.org
5 Common Myths About Suicide—NAMI
TeenLink—teenlink.org
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